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CONTRIBUTION TO THE SYSTEMATICS 
OF CHANGE-SPEED-GEARBOXES 

OF PLANETARY .TYPE 

Z. LEVA!* 

[J'r[anu~cript received 5 Jun~, 1972] · 

The change-speed-gearboxes incorporating up to three diffcn~ntials can be named 
as "one-, two~, or three-operation" types depending on how many brakes must he simul· 
taneously operated (locked) to achieve different SP.eeds. The one- and the three-operation 

· types are widely known. Author examined the two-operation types in detail to ;;how 
their advantages over th!;! others. · 

Compound differential mechanisms may be constructed by connecting 
the shafts of the simple planetaiy gears (differentials). The degree of freedom 
("mobility") of compound (1\f) depends .on the number of differentials (n), 
on the number of connections between the differentials (c), and on the number 
of the eventually locked (braked) shafts (l). (From the point of view ·of locking, 
already the two or more shafts are considered aS. being one.) According . to 
MoLIAN [1} and SALAMOUN [2, 3] the relationship between these parameters is: 

M . 2 n- c -l . (1) 

. By using this formula, 1\foLAIN synthesized and listed the compounds 
incorporating· up to three differentials [l}. In his list, there are two families 

.· for the single differential, five families for the compounds consist>ng of two 
differentials, .and twenty-eight families for those consisting ~f three differen
tials. The total.immber of the families is large, because he considered the varia-

. tions of the locking as separate families. Moreover, there is one family among 
these (Family No. 35) which, because of its main properties, does not fit into 
the row of the othe~s. This family consists of thre.e differentials. In reality, 
it corresponds to two mechanisms, each of these consisting of two differen
tials. One of these differentials is used doubly. Therefore, this family cannot . 
he regarded as .an independent family, hut as a special combination of families 
consisting of two dl.fferenti~lls. . . 

. In case one does not consider the variation of locking as an independent 
family and one disp·enses with the MoLAIN's Family No. 35, th~n, one has to 
consider 10 families for the compounds incorporating up to three ((ifferentials 
(Fig. l).(In [4] one of the families was erroneously left out.) 

. . . 
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Fig. 1 also contains the possible combinations of n, c, l, and M obtained 
by giving formula (1)• 

Compound trains are used mainly in automobile change-speed-gear
boxes. In this case, .as a matter of course, the M has to be equal to 1. From 

2 3 

.Fig. 2 

Fig. 1, it may be seen that for Families Nos I, 3, 8, 9 and 10, the locking 
of one shaft, for Families Nos 2, 5, 6, and 7, the locking of two shafts and 
for Family No. 4 the locking of three shafts result in ll:l = 1. 

ln principle, a brake for locking can be added to any · of the shafts . 
. For multi-speed gearboxes, brakes are fitted to several shafts, but of these 
brakes only that one is operated which is needed. 

In practice, one of the differentials in the compound can be blocked 
by a clutch (instead of locking it). In this way a new transmission ratio is 
gained (in the most cases this ratio is 1 : 1 ). 

Although Fig. 1 sho' ''S only 10 families, by varying the role of the shafts 
(input-, resp. output-shafts, locked shafts) considerably more variations are 
possible for the theoretical design of the change-speed-gearhoxes. 

As mentioned above, for Families Nos 1, 3, 8, 9, and 10, the locking 
of one single shaft is needed to obtain M~ = l. These "one-operation" families 
are characterized by the fact that at the most, as many transmission ratios, 
different from 1 : 1, can be achieved as many differentials are incorporated 
in it. Naturally, in this case it is also possible to operate not a brake hut a 
clutch blocking one of the planetary gears. However, this ahvays results in a 
direct transmission. 

The change-speed-gearbox types that may be developed of the one
operation families are described in [5]. 

On the basis of the "three-operation" famil:r No. 4, only one single ration
al gearbox can be constructed, and this has already been realized in the 
Cotal gearbox (Fig. 2). Here, the blocking clutches play a significant role: inmost 
cases at least one clutch is closed. Theoretically, by varying the lockings and 
the blockings, 8 transmission ratios can be realized; in practice. however, only 
five of them are · used, as follows: 

A - 2 - 3 first speed 
A- ·2 - .C second speed 
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A - B - 3 third speed 
A - B - C fourth speed (direct drive) 
l - 2 - 3 reverse 

The "two-operation" families (Nos 2, 5, 6, 7) had up till now remained 
outside t he sphere of interest. I t was found expedient, therefore, to examine 

Fig. 3 

them further in detail. It is necessary to consider the variety of ways in which 
input and output can be applied excluding mere interchanges of input and 
output. 

It is not worthwhile to discuss Family No.2, since this may be consid
ered as a part of. F amily No. 4. 

Family No. 5 can be used in four ways (Figs 3, 4, 5, 6). One can also 
see how many speeds can b e achieved by operating the brakes and the clutches. 
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Family ~o. 6 can he used in eig~t ways. However, there arc six among 
these where one or two differentials are in a lateral posit ion, i.e., it is not 
possible for them to take in part the power-transmission in anyone of the 
speeds. The remaining two ways are demonstrated in Figs. 7 and 8. 

Concerning Family No. 7, the situation is the same as fo r Family No. 6. 
The two ways which can be used arc shown in Figs 9 and 10. 

The eight new gearbox types shown in Figs 3 - 10, appear to have advan
tages over the existing types, and might replace some of the gearboxes used 
at present. One of t he advantages is that the number of the realizable speeds 
is considerably greater than that of the differentials incorporated in the 
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gearbox. From this point of view especially Type 5h is significant (Fig. 4), 
since on the basis of it a 10-speed gearbox may he built. (The Wilson gearbox 
also containing three planetary gears, but derived of a "one-operation" family, 
possesses only four spec~ds.) Regarding the number of speeds, Type 5b sur~ 
passes even .the "three-operation" Cotal gearbox. It has the further advantage 
that for realizing any of the speeds only two devices (brake or clutch) have to 
be operated instead of three. 
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Though less advantageous than Type 5h, Type Sa also surpasses the 
Wilson as well as the Cotal-type gearboxes. 

Finally, it mus he mentioned that t he present paper deals only with 
the so-called ''constant internal arrangement " gearboxes. These gearboxes 
are charact eriz.ed by the fact that all main elements of all planetary gears 
(the central gears and the carrier) are in constant connection with the gearbox's 
main elements (input-, r esp. output-shafts, braked.rums). There also exist 
"variable internal arrangement" gearboxes, where the connection of the plane
tary gear's element s · with the main elements of the gearbox is permutable. 
The permutation multiplies t he realizable t ransmission ratios [5]. Such t ypes 
of gearboxes were not considered in this paper . 
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Beitrligc zur Systemiuik der PlaJJetengetriebe. Die aus hoehstens drei J?laneteng~triebcn 
hcstehendcn W cchselgetriebe konncn ))einfaeh-, doppclt- oder dreifachwirkcnd« genannt wc•·den , 
je nachdem, ob zur Erzielung der cin:telnen Stufen die gleichzeitigc Detatigung von ciner, 
:twei oder drei Bremsen odcr Schalter notig ist. Die einfach- und drcifachwirkendcn Typen 
sind we.itgehend bekannt. (Klassische Beispicle sind die Wilson- u nd Cotalgetriehe.) Der 
Verfasser untersucht die Zweischaltergetriebe genauer und wcist ihre Vorteile naeh. 

I( CHCTeMaTHl<e l<Op060l( nepe,na'l C fili8HeTapHbiM MeX8HH3MOM. J:<OpOOKH n epeil<l'l, 
COACP>I<aUIJ1C Mai(CHM11JlbHO TpH OJJaHCTapHbiX MCX<IH H:J~Ia, MO>t<HO Haaoan, l(Op OOK<lMH nCpCt!<','l 
THna C <<OAHHM, ABYM.H HJIH TpCM51 MaHCBp<lMI1~ 1 a HMCHHO B 3(lll11CHMOCTH OT TOl'O, ' ITO 
CI<OJlbi<O TOpM030B HJlH nCpCl(JliO'IaTeJlCH H<l)lO IIB0):1H1'b B ACHCTBMC (HJIH n_ep>l(aTb BI\JIIO'ICHHi>IM) 
0AifOOpeMeHHO, 'lfTOObl llOJIY'IHTb n o O.li.HOH ncpc,a.a•IC (HJ1H CTynCHH). THObl C OJlHHM H TpeM,R 
MaueBpaMH H3DCCTHbl UIHpOKO (KnaCCit' ICCKH:'II OpHMepOM MO)I(HO Ha3oaTb TpaHC.\IHCCHII 
cucTeMbl BHJihCOHa "' J:<oTanSJ). ABTOp uccncJ.(yeT Tlfnbl c ABYMSI MaHeupa~nf; O):(HospeMCHHO 
YK33b1BaCT Ha Hx npeHMYI.I.lCCTBa no cpastteHHIO c oCTanbHbiMH. 
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